Unusual usage of AGG and TTG codons in humans and their viruses.
Prior analysis on human protein-coding DNA sequences has identified local base composition as the primary predictor of synonymous codon usage. However, in many organisms, codon usage is influenced by natural selection, particularly for efficient expression of functional gene products. Because viruses are expected to evolve codon usage in the context of their host's molecular machinery, their genomes provide another window into the forces that guide their host's molecular evolution. Factor analysis was performed on codon usage of 16,654 genes annotated in Build 34 of the human genome, and the primary factor was correlated strongly with local base composition. However, two codons, AGG and TTG, rose in frequency as all other C- and G-ending codons decreased in frequency. These two codons were the only C- or G-ending codons with usages that negatively correlated with gene expression. Variation among viruses in codon usage also strongly reflects variation in base composition and, again, AGG and TTG decrease in frequency as all other C- and G-ending codons increase in frequency. It appears that usages of these two codons can not be explained by local compositional biases, implying a more direct role of natural selection on codon usage in humans.